Felix Rodriguez
Arranger, Composer, Interpreter, Publisher, Teacher
Porto Rico

About the artist
I have been involved with the classical guitar for 45 years and since 1976 have been actively performing, arranging and recording. Some of my most influential teachers (masters) have been Alirio Diaz, Michael Lorimer and Juan Sorroche, among others. I still have the same passion for music as when I started and I love to share thr results of my dedication.

Qualification: Master

About the piece

Title: Going Out of My Head
Arranger: Rodriguez, Felix
Copyright: Copyright © Felix Rodriguez
Publisher: Rodriguez, Felix
Instrumentation: Guitar solo (standard notation)
Style: Pop
Comment: This was a great pop music hit in 1964 as recorded by Little Anthony and The Imperials. It was later recorded by many other artists. Warning: I publish my arrangement free for non-profit use but any recording or public performance you make is subject to the song's copyright owners (I believe it's BMI).
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Going Out of My Head

1963

Armonización y Arreglo para Guitarra por Félix Rodríguez

Teddy Randazzo
(1935 - 2003)
& Bobby Weinstein (b. 1939)
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(with a rock feel)

This arrangement Copyright (c) 2001 by Felix Rodriguez (P) 2010 by Virgo Music. All Rights Reserved.
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